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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
KAIROS AUTONOMI MOVES INTO LARGER FACILITY
New global headquarters facilitates company’s rapid growth
Salt Lake City, Utah January 14, 2013 — Kairos Autonomi, Inc., a worldwide leader in
robotic appliqué kits and developer of the Pronto4 Robotic Appliqué Kit, announced today
it has moved its global headquarters to a larger facility to support recent and future
growth.Although America’s economy continues to sputter, Kairos Autonomi has flourished,
becoming the largest robotic manufacturer by volume of full-size unmanned ground vehicle
systems in the world. This expansion necessitated the move to a larger facility in order to
provide enhanced operational efficiency and sustained growth opportunities.
“Consistently executing our company strategy has enabled us to deliver hundreds of
robotic appliqué kits worldwide in just a few short years,” said Troy Takach, President and
CEO of Kairos Autonomi. “As we accelerate our efforts and growth, our new facility will
support our goal of delivering tens of thousands of unmanned vehicles worldwide.”
The new facility provides a more than ten-fold increase of space since the company
started in 2006. The new facility includes:
•
•
•
•

Larger vehicle bays for holding more vehicles and larger vehicle types and sizes
A significant increase in office and meeting space to accommodate a sizeable
increase of personnel
A centralized, cellular production area that utilizes lean manufacturing concepts to
help streamline the production process when building Pronto4 components
Expanded manufacturing capabilities that facilitates in-house processes
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Kairos will also continue to follow its ISO9001:2008 Quality Management System in the
new facility. Kairos was the first robotics company since 2007 to be ISO9001:2008
registered.
About Kairos Autonomi
A Greek word that means the right or opportune moment, Kairos is a world leader in Robotic
Appliqué Kits, add-on vehicle autonomy systems that provides unmanned capabilities to
current manned vehicles, rendering them optionally unmanned. The Pronto4 Robotic
Appliqué Kit manufactured by Kairos is used throughout the world to convert existing manoperable ground vehicles and surface vessels into unmanned systems. Whether it’s
government or academic research and development; military training and test and
evaluation; range clearance; mining; or tactical military applications, Kairos delivers reliable,
rugged, cost-effective robotic vehicle technology. Please visit us at our website
www.kairosautonomi.com or at YouTube to learn more about our robotic technology and
how it might work for you.
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